During the last two decades the concept of epi-convergence was introduced and then was used in various investigations in optimization and related areas. The aim of this review is to show in an elementary way how closely the arguments in the epi-convergence approach are related to those of the classical theory of convergence of functions.
1 Introduction. In mathematical programming problems of the type inf{φ(x) | x ∈ Γ} (O) have to be solved, where Γ ∈ R n and φ : Γ → R are given. In designing solution methods for O it is quite common to replace the original problem by a sequence of "approximating" problems
which are supposed to be easier to solve than O.
To give some examples, we just mention cutting plane methods, penalty methods and solution methods for stochastic programming problems.
To simplify the presentation we restate the above problems in the usual way by defining f (x) = φ(x) if x ∈ Γ, + ∞ else, and
Then obviously O and O ν are equivalent to * Received September 4, 1984; revised November 5, 1984 . AMS 1980 respectively. In order to assure that the optimal values inf f ν and the solutionsx ν of P ν -if they exist -approximate in some reasonable sense the optimal value and solution of P, we need to know in which appropriate way the functions f ν should approximate f .
Since solutionsx ν to problems like P ν are in many cases not unique, we cannot expect that thex ν converge. Hence the only reasonable requirement with respect to a meaningful approximating procedure is that every accumulation point of {x ν } be a solution of P. To assure this statement the classical type of assumption is uniform convergence of f ν fo f on each compact subset of R n together with some continuity of f . During the last two decades the concept of epi-convergence was introduced and then was used in various investigations as an alternative type of assumption to prove -among other things -the accumulation point statement just mentioned.
The aim of this review is to show in an elementary way how closely the arguments in the epi-convergence approach are related to those of the classical theory: Restricting ourselves to those consequences of uniform convergence really needed in proving the accumulation point statement we end up with the epi-convergence assumption.
In what follows we restrict ourselves to finitely valued functions f ν and f instead of extended real valued ones. The only reason for this is to avoid in the various convergence concepts purely technical additional assumptions which keep the machinery running but do not give any insight.
Needless to say, all statements can be found or composed in an obvious way from the references. Nevertheless our way of introducing epi-convergence as an appropriate concept for optimization problems has apparently never been chosen before, although it might facilitate access to this area for people working in OR but not in functional analysis.
2 Classical concepts of convergence. We consider functions
In this section we refer to (U) Uniform convergence to a continuous limit. f continuous, f ν → f uniformly on any compact set D ⊂ R n , i.e. given the compact set D,
(C) Continuous convergence. f ν → f continuously on R n , i.e. for any
(EQ) Convergence of (almost) equicontinuous functions. f ν → f pointwise on R n and the f ν are (almost) equicontinuous , i.e. for any x ∈ R n and > 0 there exist a neighbourhood of x, U (x, ), and a number N (x, ) such that
REMARK. Obviously EQ is a relaxation of the classical concept. There {f ν } is assumed to be an equicontinuous sequence converging pointwise to f , which also implies that any f ν is continuous. The assumption in EQ of f ν being (almost) equicontinuous does however not imply continuity in general. Consider for instance
If we choose for any > 0
we have for y ∈ U(x, ) and ν ≥ N (x, )
Hence the f ν are (almost) equicontinuous, but obviously no one of the f ν 's is continuous. THEOREM 1. Any one of the convergence Types U, C and EQ implies the two others.
PROOF. U ⇒ C. Let for some x ∈ R n an arbitrary sequence {x ν → x} be chosen. Hence there is a compact set D containing {x ν } and x. Since given U the limit f is U C EQ continuous, it is uniformly continuous on D, i.e.,
Furthermore by uniform convergence of {f ν } on D and x ν ∈ D ∀ν,
and hence, since x ν → x implies the existence of some M ( ) such that
e. pointwise convergence. Assuming to the contrary of EQ, that there are some x and some > 0 such that for all U (x, 1/n), n = 1, 2, . . ., and all N, N = 1, 2, . . ., there exist y n ∈ U (x, 1/n) and ν n > N, {ν n } strictly increasing, such that |f νn (y n ) − f νn (x)| ≥ , contradicts C, since y n → x and hence
EQ ⇒ U. For any x in a compact set D and any > 0, by EQ there exist a neighbourhood U (x, ) and a number N (x, ) such that
. So, if y ∈ D, for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k} it is true that y ∈ U (x j , ), and therefore
This theorem may be illustrated by Figure 1 . REMARK. The most familiar of the above-mentioned equivalences is U ⇔ EQ. It usually comes up in the preparation of the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem. But also U ⇔ C is a classical statement which may be found for instance as an exercise in [A1] .
3 Approximating minimization problems. Let us consider the following minimization problems: Find where we assume that the f ν converge in some appropriate sense to f . What can we or what might we expect on the behavior of solutionsx ν of P ν -if they exist -and the optimal values inf f ν towards the respective results of P ? First, even under the convergence assumption U (see previous section) we may not expect thatx ν →x nor that inf f ν → inf f , as the following trivial example shows: EXAMPLE 1. Let us choose for x ∈ R f (x) = |x| and
which is shown in Figure 2 . Obviously we havê x = 0 with inf f (x) = 0 andx ν = ±3ν with inf f ν (x) = −ν.
Hence the set of "approximating" solutions {x ν } has no accumulation point and inf f ν does not converge to inf f , although obviously f ν → f uniformly on every compact set.
However the following statement is well known. Nevertheless we repeat it here to point out those parts (or consequences) of the assumptions which are essential in its proof. THEOREM 2. Assume U. Then (a) lim ν inf f ν ≤ inf f , and (b) ifx ν is a solution to P ν , ν = 1, 2, . . ., and ifx is an accumulation point of {x ν }, thenx is a solution to P and, {x ν k } being a subsequence of {x ν } converging tox, we have
PROOF. We use C instead of U since by Theorem 1 they are equivalent. Let φ = inf f, φ ν = inf f ν .
For (a), let x ∈ R n and suppose x ν → x. By C we have
Take the infimum in x to get φ ≥ lim ν φ ν .
Observe that instead of C to derive (4) it would have been sufficient to assume that
For (b) we use C to get
Now, using the proof of (a), the trivial inequalities lim k φ ν k ≤ lim k φ ν k ≤ lim ν φ ν and the definition of φ, we have
Observe that to derive (7) it would be sufficient to assure (a) by assuming (5) and, furthermore, to guarantee (6) by the assumption
Considering this proof it becomes obvious that instead of U we only need the following type of convergence to prove assertions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2:
(EP) For any x ∈ R n there exists a sequence {y ν → x} such that lim
and for all sequences
This is the so-called epi-convergence. Hence we have COROLLARY 3. Assume EP. Then (a) lim ν inf f ν ≤ inf f and (b) ifx ν solves P ν , ν = 1, 2, . . . , and ifx is an accumulation point of {x ν }, the subsequence {x ν k } being convergent tox, then f (x) = inf f = lim k→∞ inf f ν k .
REMARK. The assumption U for statements like Theorem 2 is classical and has been made in various papers, e.g. [B1] - [B3] . As we have seen, this assumption is used indirectly by its equivalence to C, which may in turn be weakened to EP for the conclusions to be drawn in the proof of Theorem 2.
In the publications [C1]- [C9] dealing with epi-convergence the emphasis is rather on the relation to convergence of sets (applied to epigraphs) than on the relaxation of C. But the equivalence to (9) and (10) in the above definition of EP is shown and used at different times.
Modified concepts of convergence Whereas the continuous
convergence C implies pointwise convergence to the same limit, epi-convergence does not in general have the same implication as the following simple example shows. EXAMPLE 2. Assume that the sequence {f ν } is defined for ν = 1, 2, 3, . . . as
Then we have the subsequences {f 2ν }converging to g(x) = 0, x rational, 1, else, and {f 2ν+1 }converging to h(x) = 1, x rational, 0, else.
Since g(x) = h(x) ∀x ∈ R, the sequence {f µ } does not converge pointwise. On the other hand, this sequence is easily shown to be epi-convergent with the epi-limit f (x) ≡ 0, by choosing for any arbitrary x a sequence {y µ } according to y 2ν rational such that |y 2ν − x| < 1/ν, y 2ν+1 irrational such that |y 2ν+1 − x| < 1/ν; then obviously y µ → x and f µ (y µ ) = 1/[µ/2] → 0 and hence lim µ f µ (y µ ) ≤ f (x) = 0, whereas 0 = f (x) ≤ lim µ f µ (x µ ) is trivially satisfied for any sequence {x µ } converging to x.
Similarly we can find examples of pointwise converging sequences which at least do not epi-converge to the pointwise limit. One of the reasons is given by LEMMA 4. If {f ν } epi-converges to f , then f is lower semicontinuous (l.s.c).
PROOF. Assume that at some x the limit f is not l.s.c. Then there exists an > 0 such that in any neighbourhood U(x, 1/n) = {z| z − x < 1/n} we can find an element
Since f ν epi-converges to f , we have
where {ν n } can be chosen as to be strictly increasing. Hence we have a sequence {ζ νn } converging to x with
By construction of approximation schemes we usually know that we have pointwise convergence f ν → f. So the question is, which assumptions have to be satisfied in addition to the lower semicontinuity of f due to Lemma 4 to guarantee also the epi-convergence of f ν to f . Since epi-convergence EP according to the remarks in the proof of Theorem 2 may be considered as a certain relaxation of continuous convergence C, which in turn was equivalent to the convergence types U and EQ, it seems natural to ask for corresponding relaxations U and EQ, which under the assumption of pointwise convergence imply EP.
Defining the convergence types (LU) Lower uniform convergence to a l.s.c. limit. f l.s.c., f ν → f pointwise and lower uniformly on any compact set D ⊂ R n , i.e. given the compact set D,
(EQL) Convergence of (almost) equi-l.s.c. functions. f ν → f pointwise and the f ν are (almost) equi-l.s.c., i.e. for any x ∈ R n and > 0 exists a neighbourhood U(x, ) and a number N (x, ) such that
The following statement holds:
THEOREM 5. (a) LU implies EP; (b) If f ν → f pointwise, then EP and EQL are equivalent.
PROOF. (a) Let {x ν } ⊂ R
n be an arbitrary sequence converging to some x. Hence {x ν } is contained in some compact set D ⊂ R n . By LU we have for any > 0 a number N ( ) such that
Since-by LU-f is l.s.c. and
and therefore
On the other hand, from the pointwise convergence due to LU follows trivially the existence of a sequence y ν → x, namely y ν = x ∀ν, such that
(13) and (14) yield EP.
(b) Assume that EQL is not satisfied, i.e. that the f ν are not (almost) equi-l.s.c.. Then, for at least one x ∈ R n , ∃ > 0 : ∀ U(x, 1/n) ∃y n ∈ U(x, 1/n) and an increasing sequence ν n , such that
Hence pointwise together with epi-convergence imply EQL. On the other hand, if we assume EQL, we have pointwise convergence and as in (14) 
If x ν → x, then for any > 0 we get, by EQL, x ν ∈ U(x, ) from some ν on and hence
yielding together with the pointwise convergence included in EQL
Since this holds for all > 0, we have EP as a consequence of EQL. By this theorem we now have Figure 3 , where EP + stands for epi-and pointwise convergence.
The following example shows that in general-differing from the complete symmetry of the diagram in Figure 1 -EP + and EQL do not imply LU. Then obviously f n converges pointwise to the l.s.c. function
we have that f n (x) < 0 and f n is strictly decreasing on (0, 1). Hence for any x ∈ (0, 1) and
(< 1) it follows for x < y < z x :
Since nz n−1 x n→∞ → 0, there is a number N (x, ) such that nz n−1 x < ∀n ≥ N (x, ). Using that 0 < y − x < 1, we get f n (y) > f n (x) − ∀n ≥ N (x, ), whereas for
Therefore the f n are equi-l.s.c., hence we have EQL. But this does not imply LU. To see this, consider x ∈ (0, 1). For LU we should have for a compact set D, e.g.
From this inequality we get by taking logarithms n log x < log ⇒ n > log / log x showing that for ∈ (0, 1) and x approaching 1, we had n → ∞, or in other words: There is no universal N ( ) for D.
1
According to this example we need some further assumptions in addition to EP + or EQL to achieve LU. One possibility is given in COROLLARY 6. If the limit f is continuous, then EQL implies LU.
PROOF. For any compact set D and y ∈ D we have, analogous to the proof of EQ ⇒ U, Theorem 1, that y ∈ U(x j , ) for some j and
where
Example 3 shows that it would not be sufficient just to assume a monotonically increasing sequence of l.s.c. functions f ν converging to a l.s.c. limit f to assure LU. However it can be helpful to recall the classical COROLLARY 7. If the monotonically increasing sequence {f ν } of l.s.c. functions converges pointwise to the continuous function f , this implies U.
PROOF. According to the assumptions h ν = f ν − f, ν = 1, 2, . . ., is a monotonically increasing sequence of l.s.c. functions converging to h(x) ≡ 0. Hence Dini's theorem asserts uniform convergence on any compact set D.
COROLLARY 8. If the monotonically increasing sequence {f ν } converges pointwise to f , and if either f ν , ν = 1, 2, . . ., or f are l.s.c. functions, this implies EP.
PROOF. From the assumed monotonicity follows for the epigraphs epif ν+1 ⊂ epif ν , ν = 1, 2, . . ., which in turn implies -with cl indicating closure -lim ν epif ν = cl{ ∞ ν=1 epif ν }. Furthermore the assumed monotonicity and convergence imply epif = ∞ ν=1 epif ν . Finally the assumed lower semicontinuity implies either epif or epif ν , ν = 1, 2, . . . (and hence ∞ ν=1 epif ν ) to be closed and therefore epif = lim ν epif ν , i.e. EP according to the remark following Corollary 3.
Summing up, pointwise convergence together with EQL or LU or the additional assumptions of Corollaries 7 and 8 yield EP and hence the applicability of Corollary 3.
Concluding remarks.
As we have seen there are close relations between the epi-convergence concept and the classical uniform convergence setup equivalent to the continuous convergence concept leading-by a slight relaxation appropriate for dealing with optimization problems-to epi-convergence again.
Nevertheless epi-convergence appears as the suitable concept in dealing with the approximation of optimization problems. And in some cases, e.g. penalties f ν with barrier functions failing to converge pointwise to f on the boundary of the feasible set, epiconvergence is the only one satisfied of the discussed concepts.
But being aware of the relations to a classical area of analysis familiar to us for a long time might be helpful for a better understanding and feeling in applying a new concept like epi-convergence.
